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Trasher HQ, 3, Rose Avenue, Abingdon
OX14 1XX

Wednesday Evening Paddling

Commercial Break

From the 6th May a duty officer will
be at the hut every week from around
6:30pm to perform the following
duties:

The club receives a large number of
e-mails advertising coaching course,
arranged trips and accommodation.
If you’re interested in anything like
this let Simon know and he’ll search
through what’s turned and send
anything interesting on. Also we get a
few boat for sale ads as well. Recently
we received:

· Open the hut.
2009 Fees
If you’ve recieved this Trasher then
congratulations, you’ve paid your fees
for this year.

Goings on
If you have any dates for trips and or
courses you would like added to the
club calendar then please let Simon
know, kcc.secretary@gmail.com. The
calendar is here if your interested:
www.kingfishercanoeclub.co.uk/diary

2009 Beginners Courses
These are fully subscribed.

Courses
If anyone wants to do any coaching/
training or safety courses let Simon
know and we’ll try and get the club to
arrange something.

River Licenses
Lock keepers on the Thames have
been a lot more vigilant about
checking river licenses latterly. You get
one of these when you join the BCU so
it might be an idea to carry it with you.
If you borrow a club boat please take
one of the laminated licenses that are
kept in the hut. make sure you return it
when your done.
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· Record details of non-members on
temporary membership forms
· Record details of who borrows kit
and ensure it is returned.

· Kayako Jacko - various courses

· Collect money from those who
borrow kit.

· Physio bench - rehab for canoeing
injuries!

Club members and non-members
who wish to visit the club, and can
paddle to BCU 1* level are welcome
to join these sessions. Note the duty
officer is not responsible for looking
after or coaching any paddlers, though
of course they may if they wish to.

· Ionian Explorers - Sea kayaking
holidays

On the last Wednesday of every month
we will be offering and advertising
taster sessions where people who have
not paddled before may come along
and have a go. The club will ensure
these sessions are staffed by a BCU
level 2 coach.
We need volunteers to help man these
sessions, if you can help please let
Simon know. He will publish a Rota once
he has some names. More details can be
found here: http://kingfishercanoeclub.
co.uk/2009/03/30/wednesday-nightpaddling-summer-2009/

· Kayak Repairs - they fix boats. If you
quote ‘Kingfisher’ you’ll get a 5%
discount
· www.webtogs.co.uk - UK-based
online retailer for outdoor gear and
clothing
· http://www.riversideoxford.co.uk/
- They sell boats and stuff!
· In to India - river expedition with
quality white-water to Ladakh,
Northern India.
· www.getwetexpeditions.com – Trips
to Nepal
· www.loveitliveit.co.uk - Trips to the
White Nile
Contact Simon:
kcc.secretary@gmail.com

Congratulations to the arrival of 3 new
potential members of the club.
Wendy, Neil and baby Robyn Louise (Right)
Andy, Lisa and baby Tay
Ben, Jo and baby Phillip
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A BIG THANK YOU to:
Douge, Ray and Paul for fixing the Open Canadian racks in place.
We now have some lovely storage for our 3 open boats (see pic)
and have bought 3 sets of buoyancy and 6 paddles so they are
all ready to go. In fact I even got my husband out paddling in
one over Easter. It must be about 10 years since I last got him in
an open boat at Abingdon. This may have something to do with
Roger W taking him down swift ditch and capsizing in the weir.....
Anyway if anyone would like a bit of coaching then let me know
and we can sort out some paddling.
They also fixed the burst pipe in the loo, the racking in the hut and
put a door strip in to stop the hut flooding.
Also on Sunday 19 April six of us (Ray, Neil, Guy, Ken, Roger P,
Louise) spent the morning clearing the grounds of brambles etc.
The boundary with the sailing club is now visible as are the army
boats. This was hard going and required a stop off at the Waggon
and Horses for a pint and one of their Sunday roasts! The following
weekend Pathfinders finished off with mowing the site. So all now
looks tidy and ready to start the season, with extra parking space.
Looking forward to a busy summer on the river.....
Louise

A CHANCE TO CYCLE TO ARGENTAN!!
Over the weekend Fri/St/Sun June 5/6/7 I and 20 others
will be cycling to Portsmouth on the Friday in time for
overnight ferry to Caen in Normandy. We then cycle 40
miles to Argentan, Abingdon`s twin town. We are their
guests and will be celebrating D day with them.
The aim is afund raiser for Pathways Workshop for
people with learning disabilities.
Cost £175 which includes ferry, hotel on Sat night, car
support back up to Portsmouthand £25 sponsorship.
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More sponsorship is obviously needed. Any sponsors
to sponsor an old codger like me in his bus pass year,
would be very welcome and appreciated by the charity.
Speak to me NOW if you`re interested in coming or
would be willing to sponsor me.
davidsurman@hotmail.com 01865 373115
Return journey will be by minibus in France and
England.
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30th May 2009

Kingfisher Canoe Club
Wilsham
Abingdon

Witney Mayor, Cllr Alvin Adams, starts
the event at Newbridge

Dear Kingfisher Canoe Club
Your Support Will Change Many Lives – Thank You
Thank you for your wonderful support and help with our
Witney to Wesminster Canoe Challenge by allowing our
canoeists to use your facilities. I am delighted to inform you
mile
that our brave canoeists successfully completed the 130
th
April
18
ay
Saturd
on
n
Londo
in
adventure, arriving safely
2009.
The event was a great success. We have come fantastically
close to our target of £20,000 and funds are still coming in.
The event has also raised the profile of Adventure Plus through
publicity on TV, Radio and press in London, Oxfordshire and
Berkshire. This will make a direct and significant difference to
the many young people we help.

Celebrating the half-way point at Hurley Lock

Churches along the route provided generous
support of accommodation and even food!

You can see more photos from the event on the website
www.adventureplus.org.uk/canoe, and the site is still taking
donations.
We could not have achieved this great result without your help
and that of many others who were willing to support the event.
Thank you again for your generosity and thoughtfulness in
making this possible.

Passing the Houses of Parliament and under
Westminster Bridge – an emotional moment

Perhaps some of your members could join us for the challenge
if we run it again in a couple of years.
Yours sincerely
Andy McCulloch
AdventureImpact Co-ordinator
Canoeists enjoyed many sights of London
from the river – a unique event

positive Christian environment
Helping you realise your potential through adventure and education, in a
self image ¾ real achievement
building trust ¾ overcoming fears ¾ developing skills ¾ improving
Registered Charity No. 1081059
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Trash your diary!!!
May 2009

17
18

June 2009

1
2
3
4
5

19 Beginners Course

1 Committee Meeting
2 Beginners Course
3 Monthly Meeting:
20:30 at The Fox Inn,
29 High Street, Steventon
OX13 6RZ
4 Beginners Course

6 Monthly Meeting:
20:30 at The Fox Inn,
29 High Street, Steventon
OX13 6RZ
7
8
9

10 Dragon boat day
11

12 Beginners Course
13

14 Beginners Course
15

16 Costal Navigation Course
- Riverside

20

21 Beginners Course
22 Scottish Sea Kayak
Symposium – Skye
23 SSK Symposium, CCC trip
- River Tamar
24 SSK Symposium, CCC trip
- River Tamar
25 SSK Symposium, CCC trip
- River Tamar
26 Beginners Course
27 Kayak/Canoe Taster Session
28 Beginners Course
29
30
31

16 Beginners Course
17

5
6
7
8

9 Beginners Course

18 Beginners Course
19
20
21
22
23

24 Kayak/Canoe Taster
Session
25
26

27 Potential HPP Date?
28
29
30

10

11 Beginners Course
12

13 Blastathon
14
15

No wonder I was petrified!
View Burnt Ranch Gorge, Trinity River, California....I’ve no idea which horrific rapid this was, I’ve blocked it all from my
mind, but it looks like I’m about to drop into the hole from hell. I survived. Well I’m guessing I did! Liz Garnet
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By: Simon knox

TALES FROM CALIFORNIA:

The Ring of Fire
E

arlier in the week I explained to the others that the best
way to get down a river without worrying about it is
to give it a sound track to distract you from the “fear”. This
led to me spending a lot of time on the water providing a
soundtrack for everyone else.
Of course Starship, Queen and Right Said Fred aren’t
everyone’s cup of tea, but hey, we were in the USA and they
don’t really drink tea there!
My other theory is that if I know the
general grading of the river I’d rather
assess thing as we go along rather than
memorise the guidebook. A quick scan
of the synopsis to make sure there isn’t
any major problems and that things
are easily portaged is usually enough
to make me happy. In this case I let
the others read it and assure me that
the guide said everything was easily
portaged on the left bank.

Still things started off well. Eddying out to find a Bald
Eagle watching you from six foot away is pretty cool. The
Golden Eagles further down were sweet as well.
The river was quite laid back at this point but it quickly
started to grow some teeth as we progressed. Luckily Mark
has an excellent eye for lines and so we were happy to
let him do most of our scouting which meant we weren’t
making bad time.

“I fell in to a burning ring of fire
I went down, down, down
and the flames went higher.
And it burns, burns, burns
the ring of fire
the ring of fire.”
- Jonny Cash

Anyway I should have known things
were going to go wrong when we got on the Burnt Ranch
section of the Trinity River and the only song that was stuck
in my head was ‘Ring of Fire’. Not that I’ve got anything
against Jonny Cash, in fact I quite like him. But it has to be
said it’s not the most uplifting of songs.

Then we reached the crux. Burnt
Ranch Falls.
Burt Ranch was different, obviously
trickier than everything that had come
before. Scouting was done and we
successfully negotiated the first two
rapids. We stopped in between drops
two and three whilst Mark looked for
a line, pretty soon he was signalling us
down to an eddy just above the last
rapid so we could get out and inspect.

Ol and I made it to the eddy and got out of our boats to
take a look at what was coming up. As we sauntered up the
bank Liz headed towards the eddy, caught an edge and was
over. Things moved quickly here Liz was soon swimming,
her roll failing her. Ol quickly threw a line to her but she
didn’t see it and as quick as that she, and her boat, was over
the edge and down the drop.
Mark quickly leapt into his boat and
was running the drop after her, after he
went over the horizon line I couldn’t
see what happened to him.
By this point I was trying to make my
way along the bank to see if I could
get to a useful position. The rock was
treacherously slippery. Granite covered
with what seemed to be very fine
silt. As I struggled along Dave quickly
caught up with me and we proceeded
at an incredibly slow pace, at times
needing to use slings, ropes and each
other to climb up and down the large
rock formations.

Liz on Goodyears Bar section of the North Fork of the Yuba
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All this time ‘Ring of Fire’ was echoing
around my head.
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Eventually we got to a vantage point where we could
see Liz sitting on a rock on the bank further down the river.
Thankfully she signalled that she was alright.
Again we started the treacherous scramble back to our
boats. With Claire, Andy and Ol’s help with a handy rope we
got back stopping to look at the rapid Liz and Mark had just
run; it was big.
I’ll remind you of the fact earlier that I had been told
that the guidebook mentioned everything was easily
portaged. Well there was no way we were going to try and
carry our boats over the route we had just been down.
Dave tried to find a path out of the gorge to the road above,
but to no avail.
Reluctantly we started looking for lines through the rapid.
Jonny Cash continued what seemed like his tenth encore in
my head. And we continued to look for lines.
Despite Ol admitting that he had seen Mark get back
looped running the drop we eventually decided we had to
run the guts of the thing.

Liz it seemed had flushed through and seemingly had an
easier time that the rest of us!
After the hour or so we’d spent at Burnt Ranch Falls we
still had two or three left to paddle, Jonny stayed with me
for the rest of the river seemingly taunting me. But despite
this the river didn’t hold any more surprises for us.
Six hours after we started we emerged from the river.
Tired and slightly more wary of what California might hold
for us during the rest of the trip.
I checked the guide book later. It definitely says the rapid
can be portaged.
Despite the fact that this story sounds like a nightmare
after a couple of days I found myself keen to go back and
try myself against Burnt Ranch falls again. I’m not sure that’s
a sane reaction and I didn’t get the chance but I do know
I won’t be taking Jonny with me. Now where’s my Belinda
Carlisle CD?

Andy, Ol, Dave and Claire went first. I counted to twenty
and followed.
“I fell in to a burning ring of fire
I went down, down, down…”
I rolled up in some incredibly boily, surging water. Then
I rolled up again and again. I stabilised myself and realised
that I was in an eddy just to the base of the hole beneath
the main drop. I tried to paddle out several times and
realised it was a fruitless effort. The eddy was re-circulating
too much. My only option was to paddle back into the hole.
So I did.
I tried to roll to no effect. I was being tossed around all
over the place so I pulled my deck. I could see the surface
but couldn’t reach it. Bizarrely all I could hear was Jonny’s
voice.

Toulumne

“and the flames went higher.
And it burns, burns, burns”
Eventually I broke surface gasping for air some way down
stream. Thankfully the rapid was followed by a large flat
pool so I floated on my back for a few minutes trying to
regain my strength before swimming to the bank.
Looking around I could see the others, Dave was also out
of his boat and Mark was taking photos of my predicament
whilst the others collected my kit up!
Later the stories came out. Andy seemingly made it
though fine, Ol got pushed along the wall beyond the
re-circulating eddy but was fine. Claire and Dave found the
same eddy as me and both went back into the hole, of the
two of them only Claire came out in her boat. Mark had
been back looped but rolled up safely and managed to get
Liz to the bank as well as collecting her kit!
TRASHER MARCH/APRIL 09
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Dave Surman

CALIFORNIA DREAMIN`

Part One wherein
the Surmanator meets an ole
Nepalese buddy managing
a mexican restaurant, the
California Cowboys hit some
heavy on the Giant Gap of
the North Fork and shoot
some pool with the good
ole boys in the Downieville
Saloon. Someone gets his
first Senior`s Breakfast as well
as a right old mullerring in
a hole!
California! The land of freeways, The
Beach Boys, old hippies, Hollywood,
the Golden Gate, hightech Silicone
Valley…right? Wrong. California is
huge and varied, it`s economy is huge
too, but there`s also mountains up to
10000 ft, vast deserts and wilderness
areas and places where bear hunting is
bigger than blogging!
The strange thing is that whilst in
many parts of the Indian Himalayas
there`s always a village around the
corner, the same cannot be said of
California.
I arrived five days ahead of the main
party with my two 23Kg bags and
my 31.9Kg of packed boat (Virgin
allow you 32 Kg so I was pushing it!)
I undertook the obstacle course of
lifts, corridors and terminal trains to
the car hire at San Francisco airport.
This always provides good spectator
sport for others when you are on
your own as you discover that the
flexibility afforded by British airport
trolleys, where the wheels swivel ninety
degrees, has not extended across the
Atlantic. This combined with the old
addage that “everything is bigger in
America” does not appear to apply to
the lifts at the airport. This results in
the necessity to throw and manoeuvre
the kayak and baggage with a force
and assertiveness that causes other
potential lift users to flee in panic as
this transatlantic terror envelopes them
and overwhelms their paltry suitcases
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on wheels! The ritual of the car hire
provided it`s usual entertainment,
as I discovered that the ski rack I had
ordered was indeed a ski rack! This was
a flimsy contraption with protruding
rubber bits that were in exactly the
wrong place to get a Pyranha Burn
onto it. As the lady said “Well waddya
expect? That`s sure the strangest
pair o` skis I ever saw!”. An upgrade
was needed with consequent extra
expenditure to get the boat inside.
This amount of faff had ensured
that my exit from San Francisco would
coincide with the rush hour traffic
leaving the city and heading south on
the traffic nightmare that is Route 101.
After a nerve racking drive of an hour
or so, I managed to get myself lost in
San Jose. Yes I did “know the way to
San Jose”, the problem was I wasn`t
supposed to be going there! I was
supposed to be meeting up with Hari
Dohal who is an old Nepalese friend
who used to run a rafting company in
Nepal and now manages a Mexican
restaurant in the bay area. After
borrowing a storekeeper`s mobile to
speak to Hari, a conversation ensued
between Hari and the storekeeper
(who was Indian) in Indian to direct
me to the rendez vous! This in my
lost jetlagged state was quite surreal.
Eventually after another conversation,
this time via the owner of the
Sunnyside Buffet Korean Restaurant
and a couple of minutes trying to
find out how to turn off the car alarm
which I had inadvertently set off, we
managed to meet up, grab a pizza and
crash out at last!
The following day I drove up into
the Sierra Nevada towards Truckee
which at nearly 6000 ft, purports to
be the highest town in California. It
has a fantastic old downtown area
No
Swimming
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with boardwalks and old buildings.
It serves as a reminder of what a
barrier to settlement the Sierras were
in the 1800s. Just west of Truckee is
the Donner Pass and nearby is the
site where a wagon train party were
snowed in in the 1840s.The survivors
only made it by cannibalising the
bodies of those who had died.
The whole area was still snow
covered in early April. I stayed in a
hostel, run by the Sierra Club, in the
small settlement of Soda Springs
which was quite magical. I grabbed
a couple of days downhill skiing at a
small area Donner Ski Ranch and the
larger Sugarbowl near Lake Tahoe.
The following Saturday was the day
to meet up with the incoming team
at San Francisco. It was weird leaving
a frozen snow covered area to arrive
four hours later at warm balmy San
Francisco.
Having met up with Mark and
Heather Rainsley and Andy Levick
we were back to the car hire routine.
Once again it did not disappoint! It
seems that one of the effects of the
credit crunch has been the cut back
in car manufacture, so the new large
SUV that we had ordered did not exist.
We were therefore given a smaller
vehicle, which with four people , boats
and all kit proved a suitable challenge
for even the most conscientious of
Directors of Packology. At one stage
the method of packing impedimenta
around me and then slamming the
door was employed. This technique
went well for most of the time until a
part of a sentient being, namely my
shoulder didn`t quite make it into the
car! It also resulted in the involuntary
jettisoning of eggs one morning and
the consequent omelettization of the
TRASHER MARCH/APRIL 09

ground beneath the car.
Not to waste a minute we set off
directly from the airport to Coloma
in the foothills of the Sierras. Here we
met up with Team LA (Dave Hodge,
Simon Knox, Claire CL, Liz Garnett and
Ol Renison) who had flown into Los
Angeles a day earlier and had driven
up from the South.
Coloma is an old gold rush town
on the South Fork of the American
River. Indeed it was at nearby Sutter`s
Mill where the gold was discovered
that started the 1849 Gold Rush.
We camped at Lotus Campground
which is the centre for Californian
commercial rafting. Although daytime
temperatures were quite warm,
nightime temperatures were freezing.
The following day we were joined
by Marc Musgrove, now living in
California, and ran the gorge section of
the South Fork which was a pleasant
enough grade2/3 warm up section.
Being a heavily commercially rafted
section in the summer there are some
interesting raft inspired rapid names.
Howzabout Satan`s Cesspool or the
Meatgrinder and what more tempting
place to get out can you imagine than
Skunk Hollow?
It was also at Camp
Lotus that I had a
reminder that we
may have a “special
relationship” but
we can still have
misunderstandings
due to pronunciation.
During a conversation
with the really nice
lady in the shop at the
campground, I asked
“Do you sell tent pegs?”.
Incredulously, she

looked taken aback and repeated what
she thought I`d just said “Do we sell
Tampax? ”
After another night at Camp Lotus
we moved on to a National Forest
campground at Mineral Bar on the more
remote North Fork of the American
River, just outside the old gold town of
Colfax. This was starting to get into a
more wilderness feel with composting
toilets, notices to keep food bearproofed
and long shuttles. We were due to run
one of the classic sections of the North
Fork, the Chamberlain Falls section. It is
interesting to note that the classic guide
to Californian whitewater is still the
guide written by Chuck Stanley and Lars
Holbeck in the early 1980s. Whilst the
photographs and the layout of the book
are dated, the information is still very
good and the grading accurate even
bearing in mind that they were doing
these rivers in long boats and many
were pioneering first descents for them.
The book is hard to get hold of even, in
the U.S. Lars , sadly, died of cancer a few
months ago. We may see a reprinting. In
the meantime secondhand copies are
available on Amazon.
The Chamberlain Falls section is
described as Grade four and it is!
Most of the action is in the first part

Claire on the South Fork of the American River
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Dave H runs Goodyears Bar section of the North Fork of the Yuba
Mark

of the run with ledges and boulder
gardens that you need to keep on
your toes for. I was quite pleased with
my performance until right at the end
of the harder stuff I had one of those
nightmare moments when trying to
make an S move. You realize you`ve
left it too late and you`re heading for
this horrible big hump which you
just know, signifies a hole the size
of China with your name on it! Sure
enough I fell into it at the wrong
angle and it ate me with all the relish
that a Senior tucks into an American
Breakfast of waffles,maple syrup, hash
browns, eggs, bacon n a short stacka
pancakes! As with such a breakfast I
was eventually regurgitated into the
pool below! Ah well!
The following day was the day for
the second classic of the North Fork,
the upper section above our campsite,
the so called Giant Gap. Adopting the
DSYSBRGB (Don`t scare yourself silly by
reading the guide book) method we
were relying on Mark`s recollections
from 2003 that there was a bit of
a walk down a track a nice canyon
section at the beginning and then it
was “flat” for hours to the take out.
Hmmm.. We arrived at the start
of the Euchre Bar Trail (which came
with a composting toilet complete
with a mattress in case you fancied
spending a night in it!). The walk in
started down a track, and it just kept
on going. I reckon it took between one
TRASHER MARCH/APRIL 09

and two hours to get to the bottom
of the deeply forested canyon. It soon
became obvious this was going to
be a pretty remote run. I arrived at
the bottom, last, definitely feeling like
I was in my bus pass year. I met up
with Dave H, Claire and Heather who
was portering gear (mainly mine).
Now even though I failed my O level
maths I realized there was a smaller
number than that with which we had
started. Had the others ended up as
Bear Breakfast on the way down, we
wondered? As the others had some
of our paddling kit, all we could do
was wait. After about 30 minutes
we decided all we could do was to
bearproof our boats under the bridge
and walk back up the canyon to our
vehicle and return to run the river the
following day. We had just started on
the trek, calling out every so often to
see if we could make contact. To our
surprise there was a response, so the
threat of a “day off ” was averted as we
returned to the river.
We discovered that the others,
after cursing us for getting lost, had
themselves taken the wrong track and
ended up on a harder chossy tributary
which had necessitated portages before
reaching us at the right get in point.
We then set off into the main Giant
Gap section. The surroundings were
magnificent. Pine clad mountains
either side, as the river began to cut
it`s way into a steepsided walled in

canyon section and no sign of roads
or habitation. This was the Giant Gap
and it was awe inspiring. The guide
puts it as grade 4 to 5. It was running
at 1400cfs and I kept thinking this is
okay, but please don`t let it get any
harder. Things eased off after a while
and I remember thinking ah, now for
some flat. But it didn`t happen and it
beefed up again, mile after mile of it. It
was all going well, drops,holes, boulder
gardens, canyons and then, you`ve
guessed it, this other hole snuck up
from nowhere and had a late breakfast
with me. Ah well!
By now we were all beginning to
wonder where these hours of “flat”
were and added to this, the weather
was beginning to turn and it was
getting wetter and colder. Well, the
“flat” did eventually materialise, after
some hours, and turned out to be
more like grade 3! We ended up at the
campground round about 6pm, five
hours and fourteen miles or so after
we had started. The weather had really
set in by now. The quality Wallmart
Hotel which Team LA had bought for
$30 had blown down and no one was
really in the mood for camp cooking.
We all retired to the only eating joint
we could find in downtown historic
Colfax to dry out and eat the biggest
pizza in the Universe!
After a wet night at the campground
(the Wallmart Hotel was leaking by
now) we packed up and made for a
10

pig out breakfast at JBs Diner in Colfax,
where you could get a SENIOR`S
breakfast!!

Route 101

We headed on for Downieville and
the South Fork of the Yuba.
Ah Downieville.. my kinda town!
Those seniors amongst you may
remember that ole crooner Tony
Bennett`s song (“I left my heart….in
Downieville California”) Well I reckon he
would`ve written that if San Francisco
hadn`t scanned better!. Downieville
is the real thing. It`s an old gold town
dating from 1848 and nearly all the
Maytag (the American washing machine
old buildings date from that time. It
corporation) which all but Mark and
now has a population of 350, but way
our new American friend decided to
back in gold rush days it was the fifth
portage.
largest settlement in California! There
The following day I decided to take
are boardwalks, an old grocery store
a day off and sample the delights of
and saloon with dudes in cowboy
the Downieville Medical Centre to see
hats shootin` pool and where we had
if they could do something about un
translation problems ordering beers!
blocking my ear which was troubling
The whole town is built on the steep
me. They did this, having been
and wooded slopes at the confluence
of the Downie River with the South Fork diagnosed me with “Yuba Ear” which,
apparently was what the miners used
of the Yuba. It is also at nearly 4000ft
to get after too much diving for gold!
so, not only was it still wet when we
Whilst I was grabbing a bit of touristing
arrived, it was also colder. Now we may
in the old town and visiting the old
be used to paddling in Wales in winter,
gallows outside the Sherrif`s office, the
but who wants to do it when you`re
on holiday? So when Mark managed to others were running another section
of the Yuba.
negotiate two large rooms in this great
old building, The Riverside Inn right on
Our last day in Downieville was to
the river, for only $12 each per night
be a day of creeking. The plan was to
we were very happy. We squeezed
grab two starting off with Lavezola
ourselves and an itinerant
Dave Surman
American paddler named
Dan who we`d managed to
pick up along the way, into
the rooms in a combination
of beds and sleeping mats.
The fact that it also had a
kitchen was a bonus as it
meant we could save by
cooking in. The owner was
really friendly and the place
is for sale, so if anyone fancies
selling up over here, it could
be a kayak haven!

Creek. This had a Welsh/Scottish feel
both because of the weather and the
low volume steep nature.It included a
mandatory portage as the whole creek
slithered over a narrow ledge onto
another ledge. After the recent rainfall
levels were dropping (1050 to 850cfs
on the Yuba) so it was decided that
there wasn`t really enough water to
run Foley Creek.
So headin out into the settin` sun the
posse heads outta town on the road to
Weaverville and the Bigfoot Country of
the California/Oregon state Line.
Don`t miss part 2 as our California
Cowboys paddle in the steps of
Bigfoot, share a campsite with a big
cuddly bear, grabba a whole loada
carnage in Burnt Ranch Gorge n
freeze their nuts off in Yosemite!

We ran the section of the
Yuba from Goodyear Bar to
Fiddle Creek Campground.
This runs at grade 3 to 4 with
one monster grade 5 called
TRASHER MARCH/APRIL 09
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By Lee Royle
On the 27th-29th of March this
year over 800 students rocked up to
the newly opened Holme Pierrepont
whitewater course for the “largest
freestyle event in the known universe”,
the 2009 National Student Rodeo!
Originally planned for the 6th-8th of
March, the typical weather had delayed
the building works at HPP, with the
course only opening a week before
the event, leaving minimal time for
adjustments and preparation with the
new course.
Starting on Friday afternoon, cars
and minibuses stacked with students
and boats piled into the campsite
to attempt to set up their tents and
get a quick glance at the new course
before the light faded. At this point
River Legacy had already set up the
marquees for the parties, complete
with bars and streaming kayaking
movies. As the hours rolled by, and
the students rolled in, eventually in
the wee hours of the morning the bar
was drunk dry and people headed
back to their tents to attempt to get
some sleep before the rodeo started at
exactly sometime between 8 and 9.
As the rodeo also clashed with the
Paddlefest show, the arrangement
was for us to have the course from
the looping pool downwards, which
worked well as it contained the new
and improved muncher, as well
as a few new features. Although
being downstream did mean that
the occasional person/equipment
(sometimes together) would float past
in the middle of your run, but thanks
to the exceptional safety crew from
Leeds Uni anything that went near was
quickly snatched up.
TRASHER MARCH/APRIL 09

The morning started with the
“extreme” slalom to sort the
competitors into their various rankings,
beginner, intermediate and expert for
mens, and beginner and expert for
women. The course started below the
muncher, where you would perform
your “old school” moves on the aptly
named “old school wave”. So people
took it upon themselves to break out
the paddle-spins, air guitars, pop-outs,
dodgy haircuts (ahem...) and Topolinos
to impress the judges. Next, you had to
hit a ball suspended above the water,
with attempts ranging from gentle
paddle taps to flatwater loops. Then
through some slalom poles (otherwise
it’s not really an extreme slalom), and
onto the bottom stopper for the new
school freestyle moves.
This went on for around half of
Saturday, and was remarkably efficient
at getting so many paddlers sorted.
Whilst it was going on, the squirt and
C1 heats/qualifying took place, and
although I didn’t see the squirting
myself, I was assured that it definitely
did happen.

represented, with well over 10% of the
C1 turnout, with Chris Pembroke and
myself both making guest appearances.
After a “time-trial” slalom, including
cartwheeling and rolling between
gates, a top 5 were picked for the final.
Unfortunately Chris failed to make the
cut, suffering from what one can only
presume was a bad case of beard-itus,
leaving myself and 4 others trying to
actually decide what to do next.
As there was a small number of us, it
was decided that we would sneak onto
the top of the course and use the inlet
gate for the final, one 45 second run
each, variety scores, and none (well, less)
of “that blowing kisses to the judges” as
unfortunately we were all mildly serious.
On my run I flushed after pulling some
front/back loops and some ends, but
it was enough to come 2nd, 1st being
dominated by “Rodeo Ric” Longley, with
a superb performance to take home the
goodie bag. (Roofbar covers and some
tat I believe).
Back to the main event, and people
had been divided up, and it was
time for the heats! Seth Townley was

The C1 category
held it’s own
special extreme
slalom on the lake,
mostly for safety
reasons, as the
boats can be quite
fiddly to get out of,
and not everyone
who enters can
actually roll one
successfully. The
KCC was well
12

having a bad weekend when he forgot
his costume, but luckily his natural
wookiee-ness covered that up.
The party by River Legacy was a great
success, although they were drunk dry
by the end of the night again, never
underestimate the alcohol capacity of
students in a field.

ripping it up in the intermediates with
a borrowed boat after his university
van driver failed their test, leaving them
to traipse there on the train, but that
didn’t stop him making it to the final
on Sunday.
In the expert heats, Chris and I met
again, although Chris was still in his C1,
his reason being that it was won last
year by Dave Bainbridge in his C1, so
why not him this year? We both gave
it our best shot, unfortunately for Chris
he was knocked out, and I progressed
onto the final on Sunday.
As the rest of the day unfolded, much
time was spent watching hundreds of
people falling/jumping/somersaulting
into the Trent in attempts to impress
the judges, helping to keep the spirit of
a fun and friendly rodeo alive.
After the paddling was done for the
day, everyone retired to their tents
and drizzled down to the marquee at
their respected mealtimes for stewed
meat, apple pie and the showing of
Means Of Production, an excellent
new kayaking film. It was then time
to party, with this years theme being
space! Again, it seemed that Chris was
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Sunday started far too early (before
midday!), with some remaining heats,
and everyone’s finals. The beginner
finals providing great entertainment
with plenty of acrobatics and
widespread use of the lesser-known
move, the Harry Potter, (you wave your
wand (paddle), and disappear!).
In the intermediate final, Seth
provided a good showing, in the 10
minute “expression session”, with
everyone showing an enthusiastic mix
of attempted “proper” moves, and
sheer lunacy.
In the expert women’s final, it was
a close race, with Hannah Brand from
Loughborough taking home the gold
with some excellent looping.
The men’s expert final is viewed
mostly as the most serious of the
events, however the spirit of rodeo was
still alive when two of the ten finalists
arrived in boats over 11’ long. It started
off as another timed “expression
session”, but quickly reverted to 10
minutes of king of the wave, with boats
flying everywhere.
I was knocked out for the final five,
where individual runs started, with the
sole Falmouth Uni entrant Ed Smith
taking the top spot.

The final event of the day was the
infamous topo-duo freestyle, with the
finalists having been selected from a
race down the course. The new-style
looping pool prevented the duos
achieving huge pop-outs, but this just
encouraged the competitors further,
climbing out and jumping just to get
that bit more air.
The overall winners of the weekend
were again Leeds, winning a Dagger
boat for their club, complete with the
NSR logo moulded into it.
All the winners were revealed in an
extravagant awards ceremony, with
prizes kindly donated from a multitude
of companies.
Each year Desperate Measures award
a sponsorship deal to someone who it
feels has contributed a lot to paddling,
and deserves a deal, and I was
privileged enough this year to receive
this excellent prize (and a free hoodie!).
The whole event went down very
well, and all the free stuff also probably
helped. With everyone knackered out
from a long weekend, people packed
up their tents and set off on the long
(for some) drive home.
All in all it was again a great weekend,
continuing to hold the top spot in the
student paddling calendar, and in the
NHS calendar as the mystery week of
countrywide “Trent-tummy”.
A big thanks to Paul, and the rest of
Leeds for organising the event, and all
the people who donated prizes.
Happy paddling, and long live rodeo!
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On Tuesday May 6th last year, I cycled up to the British
Waterways Office in Inverness on my way south from John
O’Groats. The purpose of my visit was to collect a licence to
travel down the Caledonian Canal. The good news is that it is
free and so are the useful Canoeing Guide and the Skippers
Guide, which includes a large scale map and diagrams of the
channels and lock systems. You can also hire or buy another
essential piece of kit, a key to the toilets.

T

he 60 miles of the Caledonian
Canal joins Inverness with Fort
William along the Great Glen. Canals
link the natural lakes of Loch Ness,
Loch Oich and Loch Lochy.

Start at
Inverne
ss
The following morning found us
portaging the boats to the put in
above Clachnaharry Lock. I had been
joined by my son Richard and his
girlfriend Meredith, who had flown in
from Canada to paddle the canal and
climb Ben Nevis. I was pleased to have
company on the trip as my research
had warned of the potential for fog and
TRASHER MARCH/APRIL 09

days of strong winds that can create
waves up to 1.5metres on Loch Ness.
We set off on a perfect spring
morning heading for Drumnadrochit.
We soon came to our first obstacle,
the Muirtown swing bridge. There
appeared to be a cable inconveniently
placed under the bridge. Richard
nipped off to talk to the bridge operator
and returned to inform us in his best
English/Canadian/Scottish accent “Ye’ll
be fine there’s nae wire” We puzzled
over this remark as we limboed
under the bridge, taking care to avoid
decapitation on the obvious wire. A few

hours later we paddled out of the first
canal section through Loch Dochfour
and into the 22 miles of Loch Ness.
On entering the loch we made an
offering of oatcakes to Nessie as we
had been told that the “Beastie” was
fond of them. It seemed to work as we
were allowed to continue without any
interference.
Conventional wisdom is that it is
best to paddle the canal west to east
as the prevailing wind is almost always
from the west of the south west. We
were therefore delighted that our
arrival on Loch Ness coincided with
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the arrival of a force 2-3 wind from
the north east. Taking advantage of
the wind, we set off down the centre
of the loch before stopping for a late
lunch just before Urquart Bay.
Over lunch someone (Richard and I
insist that it was Meredith) suggested
that we would be mad not to take
advantage of the wind and to go
further down the loch. A quick call to
my brother Alan, who was picking us
up, sent him scuttling along the A82
to find somewhere for us to get off
the water. After an initial refusal, the
owner of the caravan site at Rubha Ban
kindly allowed us to use their landing
stage. The only problem was that
there was no Rubha Ban on our maps.
Getting quickly back into the boats,
we crossed Urquart Bay with fantastic
views of picturesque and historic
Urquart Castle, which dominated the
next headland. Heading off down the

Urguar

t Castle

loch the rest of the afternoon passed
in some of those interminable hours
of paddling where you never seem
to be making any progress. Headland
eventually followed headland with
the monotony only broken by the
wonderful scenery and the occasional
roar of RAF Hercules transports
practising their low level flying as
they skimmed the water just over out
heads. Eventually we reached Alltsign,
thinking that this was where we would
meet Alan, only to discover that he
was actually 3 miles further south. A
very tired team finally paddled to shore
having covered about 26 miles.
The following morning we quickly
finished the remaining 5 miles of
Loch Ness and arrived at the pretty
TRASHER MARCH/APRIL 09

village of Fort Augustus. Here
the set of wheels proved
invaluable on the portage
of the flight of locks and
were an essential piece of
kit throughout the trip. The
morning passed pleasantly
as we floated gently through
Inchnacardoch Forest to enter
Loch Oich ar Abercalder. The
five miles of Loch Oich proved
to be a bigger challenge as
the wind had swung around
to the south west. Luckily, the beauty
of our surroundings took our minds
off of the paddling. Entering the next
canal section we stopped for a drink
and got into a conversation with
someone on a motor cruiser. After a
while he went below and reappeared
with half a freshly caught salmon. This
proved a delicious supper when we
disembarked at Laggan Locks at the
northern end of Loch Lochy.
The next day we took
advantage of the good
weather and climbed Ben
Nevis, after which the
weather broke for the next
two days. When we finally
returned to Laggan Locks,
conditions were much less
benign. The
wind was
blowing
force 3-4
but luckily
from the north east. In
those conditions we
swept quickly down
Loch Lochy, bouncing
along on the waves.
As the day progressed,
the weather gradually
improved and we
were blessed with
beautiful views of
the north face of Ben
Nevis. At the southern
end of the loch we
were pleased to get
into the shelter of the
canal at Gairlochy.
It was almost like
entering another

B
chy and
Loch Lo

en Nev

is

world. It was here that we met the only
other paddlers we saw during the trip.
Two men in an inflatable canoe, who
appeared to have very little control,
were about to set off towards Laggan.
When they asked, we told them about
what they could expect and certainly
did not envy them given the prevailing
conditions.
Sheltered from the wind we
paddled slowly towards Fort William
revelling in the wonderful scenery
and thinking how lucky we had been
with the conditions on our trip. Fort
William quickly appeared and it was
with a certain amount of sadness that
we finished three wonderful days of
paddling at the top of the Neptune
Staircase, where Alan met us with
the car.
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Cornwall
Surf slip ups!
1
Above: It is remarkable how big waves feel when you are actually
there, in a trough, looking up at the next set coming towards you! The
sea (North Cornwall, near Polzeath) was a bit messy really with massive
surf piles closer in. Never really got the courage to get right out there
past the breaking waves. As you can see from the pic I was on my own,
and by the time I came in I had managed to almost get cut off by the
rising tide, having to wade chest deep in the surf to get out on the
rock I got in from (not the best plan I ever made!).
Below: I thought I had timed it to perfection to avoid being
dumped on the beach, as the wave rose beneath me the clear mile of
sea between the wave I was on and the beach completely vanished, it
dawned on me perfection had been booted quite some distance out
the window. I felt I got away lightly after landing on the beach with a
thud and getting thrown upside down and my head pounded into the
gravel. How lucky someone had a camera!

5
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Caught on camera: send
us your photos and get
in print…
Dave

Louise

Viv

Mike

Back issues can be downloaded from www.kingfishercanoeclub.co.uk if you are a club member.
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